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Welcome from  
Jason Tudor

Thank you for taking the time to read about Kingsbury Green 

Academy. Kingsbury Green Academy is a brand new school, 

established in September 2019 and is proud to be part of the 

Royal Wootton Bassett Academy Trust. 

We are looking forward to sharing the trust’s commitment to excellence 

with the children of Calne and the surrounding area. Our school motto 

is ‘Achieving Excellence Together’ and this captures the essence of  

our school.  

At Kingsbury Green Academy, we believe in the power of education 

to change young people’s lives and we aim to be inclusive and cater 

for the needs of all our students. We will achieve this with inspirational 

teaching, excellent pastoral care and a wide range of extra-curricular 

activities that will enable our students to become well-rounded, 

confident young people who have an impact on the world.

As Principal, I know that a happy child is a successful student.   

Our curriculum, pastoral care, programme of enrichment activities,  

and approach to teaching and learning are all designed to excite and 

enthuse the young people in our care.  We want Kingsbury Green 

Academy students to be proud of their school and to look forward  

to coming to school every day. 

Jason Tudor | Principal

Welcome from  
George Croxford 

We are delighted to welcome  

Kingsbury Green Academy to our trust.  

Our vision for RWBAT is built around  

the one word of ‘Excellence.’  

Together all our Schools will strengthen each other. We will share  

good practice and build capacity through challenge and support.

We will strive to maximise the potential of every individual within our 

community and are absolutely committed to continuous improvement.  

We value developing the whole person equally to the achievement  

of academic success.

George Croxford  |  CEO RWBAT



“ We will work hard to ensure that our students understand 

what excellence means for them on a personal level and 

will support students to achieve that personal excellence, 

in whatever form it takes”.
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Our Vision

Our vision is that every 
member of Kingsbury  
Green Academy will  
achieve excellence  
together through... 

Recognising that success is as a result  
of hard work and perseverance

Removing social, economic and academic barriers  
to enable students to realise their potential

Encouraging every individual to be bold,  
courageous and aspirational

Creating a culture where individuals respect one  
another and are proud of themselves, their school  
and the wider community

Challenging ourselves to seize every opportunity  
to grow and develop.



Our Values

We are ambitious for our 
students, and know that 
in a modern, competitive 
world, young people 
need first class academic 
qualifications but we 
are also committed to 
education in its wider  
sense.  

Our culture is one that instils a strong set of values that prepares 

our students for their next exciting opportunity when they leave 

Kingsbury Green Academy after 7 years of education.

Our rich curriculum and wider school experience will be 

underpinned by the development of the five Kingsbury  

Green Academy values of:

Courage

Confidence

Creativity

Conscientiousness

Consideration 
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Curriculum

The Kingsbury Green 
Academy curriculum will 
provide all learners with  
a depth of knowledge and  
a rich understanding of  
a broad range of subjects. 

We have a passion for learning and want all of our students  

to make outstanding progress.

At Key Stage 3 all students will study:

English, Maths, Science, Modern Foreign Languages, PE,  

Art, Music, Technology, IT, Dance, Geography, History,  

RE and PSHE.

At Key Stage 4 the majority of students follow courses that  

lead to nine GCSEs and alongside the core subjects, choices  

here include; Computer Science, Citizenship, Sports Science, 

Engineering, Film Studies, Catering, Business, Spanish,  

Creative Media and more.

“ The Sixth Form curriculum 

provides a wide range of 

courses, enabling students  

to access the very best Higher 

Education institutions in the 

country”.



Extra-curricular

The Kingsbury Green 
Academy extra-curricular 
programme is the most 
comprehensive of its  
kind in Wiltshire.  

Every teacher contributes at least one activity per week, meaning  

we can offer our students a huge range of activities that will enrich  

their school experience.

The list of clubs is extensive and incorporates a diverse range of 

opportunities from Science Experiment Club to The World In Action 

Group. There are a vast range of creative activities on offer, including 

Dance Club, Community Orchestra and Photography Club. Sports  

are equally well represented with football, netball and rugby clubs  

all thriving among others.

Whatever your interests, there is sure to be something for you  

on the ‘KG Club’ programme.
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Book your visit today...

Kingsbury Green Academy welcomes applications from  

new students across Calne and the surrounding areas.

Applications can be made for students moving from Year 6 into the  

new academic year each September when we have Open Events,  

or throughout the year into Years 7, 8, 9 10 & 11 subject to availability 

and our admissions policy.

We are happy to offer parents and students a tour of the school and  

the opportunity to speak to the Senior Leadership Team and students. 

Please contact our school reception on 01249 818100 or email 

admin@kingsburygreenacademy.com for more information. 

Achieving Excellence Together



Working Together

Kingsbury Green Academy is part of  
The Royal Wootton Bassett Academy Trust.

Achieving Excellence Together

Kingsbury Green Academy

White Horse Way, Calne, Wiltshire SN11 8YH

Tel  01249 818100

Email  admin@kingsburygreenacademy.com 

Visit  kingsburygreenacademy.com


